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ANALYSIS & RESULTS: Topic Modeling Visualizations

 How can the use of computational text analysis methods (Topic Modeling) help in identifying the predominant topics, trends, and research themes of interest within
the Environmental Science and Engineering (ESE) discipline?  
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 Conclusion

Results of the study demonstrate the hidden potential of topic modeling as a viable methodology for offering perspicacious-
observational insights into the conceptual and dynamic structure of ESE research from academic literature, as well as visualizing
foundational and interconnected subfields of importance. Temporal behavior of topics over time revealed the emergence of trends
pertaining to bioenergy production potential & agricultural biomass, lead pollution, rainwater harvesting, improved clean
cookstoves, and so on. When aggregating topic distribution results on a per-journal basis, it was found that most journals
essentially cover a diverse range of topics. However, in certain cases, some journals displayed specific and well-defined scopes by
focusing on niche topic areas of interest. Moreover, when aggregating topic distributions using correspondence addresses,
regional topic distribution analysis experiments revealed that certain countries tend to pay special attention to various sub-fields in
ESE research. As an example, researchers from China expressed interest in the topics of air pollution and green
construction/sustainable building design, whereas research communities from Brazil, India, and Sweden, were more interested in
topics concerning rainwater quality supply and demand, wastewater treatment, and bioenergy production potential respectively.
Results could benefit a variety of different members of the academic community. Namely, academicians and conference
organizers in ESE, journal editorial managers, and international environmental funding agencies in terms of identifying promising
topics of interest in the discipline of ESE, assessing critical gaps in research areas, and prioritizing funding support on selective
topics given the established research needs across various regional contexts. 


